
Discount 
You will receive a discount 
(divide your points for that 

article or accessory by two), 
if the article of clothing or 
accessory is older than 5 
years, purchased from a 

second hand store, or    
handed down to you.  

Use the chart on the back of the page to calculate the distance 

your clothes have travelled.  

STEP 1:  Check the tag of each article of clothing you wore today.  

STEP 2:  Find out where it was made and write down the country name in the correct box.  

STEP 3:  Check the chart on the back of the sheet to determine how many points you receive. 

  Write this number down on the Points line.  
STEP 4:  If the article of clothing is more then 5 years old, was handed down to you, or purchased 

  from a 2nd hand store, divide the points for that item by 2.  
STEP 5:  Repeat Steps 1-4 for each article of clothing and accessory you wore today.  

MY       Clothes 



Is a term used to describe the effects of 
equating personal happiness with        

purchasing material possesions and    
consumption.  

That for every litre of petrol 
used, 2.5 kilograms of      
carbon dioxide (CO2) is    
released from the exhaust  

That the average clothes 
dryer uses 1060 kilowatt 
hours of electricity and   
results  in 1738 pounds of 
CO2 each year  

Ireland had the third 
highest emissions of    
carbon dioxide per     
person in the EU. The 
average carbon footprint 
is 12.8 tonnes per person  

Here are some questions to get you thinking about climate change and the things we buy…  

 Where did the food in your lunch box come from? Can you check the labels? 

How many kilometres did it travel? What type of packaging did the food 

come in?  

 Where were the clothes you’re wearing made and how did they get to the 

shops? Did they travel by boat, plane, rail or truck? What material are 

the clothes made from?  

 Is this natural or man-made? What temperature do you wash your 

clothes at? What happens to old clothes?  

Dublin 

Many of the clothes sold 
in Ireland come from 

poorer countries. This can 
mean poor working      

conditions for the people 
making the clothes. 
Clothes travel long         

distances by train, plane 
and boat to reach Irish 
shops. These ‘fashion 

miles’ produce greenhouse 
gases and contribute to 

climate change.  

Think before you buy, choose clothes made from natural fabrics that are produced closer to home. • Wash at low           
temperatures, choose a chemical free detergent. • Do not tumble dry, use the washing line instead. • Hang your clothes to 
dry to minimise ironing. • Try to avoid ‘fast fashion’ and buy clothes that will last a long time. Organise a Swap Shop in your 

school. Remember someone else’s trash can be your treasure! • Recycle and up-cycle your wardrobe. Organise a fashion 
show to inspire your friends! • Recycle your old clothes by bringing them to your local charity shop or recycling centre.  

As clothes have become 
cheaper, more are being 
sold. The more made, the 
more are being dumped!!! 

Some  Suggestions 


